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REVIEWS. 
THE LAW Or PARTNERSHIP. By Theophilus Parsons, LL.D. Fourth 

edition, revised and enlarged by Joseph Henry Beale, Jr., Assistant 
Professor of Law in Harvard University. 8vo. Little, Brown, & 
Co. X893. 

The striking feature of the new edition of this work is the complete 
presentation of the entity tlheory of partnership, a doctrine which hias 
heretofore received insufficient recognition from the text-writers. This 
doctrine, tlhough unqualifiedly rejected in some of the more conservative 
jurisdictions, has received such development in many quarters that a 
presentation of the law of partnership starting from this comparatively 
modern view has become highly desirable, and the more so from the fact 
that the reluctance of many courts consciously to accept this view, and, 
in fact, their frequent denial of its validity, while at the same time making 
a decision wlhich can only be supported oIi the theory rejected (see 7 
HARV. LAW REV. 426), makes this subject one of the most perplexing 
branches of the law to one wlho puts dependence on the authorities. T o 
have such a book as Professor Beale's new edition of Parsons will be 
invaluable to the clhampions of the mercantile theory, for this view is 
taken as the basis of the law on the subject in the editor's additions to 
the original work. The historical explanation of cases is always neces- 
sary when settled legal principles undergo a radical chanige; no marked 
deviation from the scope of the former editions was, however, required 
in this case, for with singular prescience Professor Parsons said (2d ed, 
p. 3): "Even in this couintry, at the present time, perhaps somnething 
would be gained if, when new questions in partnership arise, the courts 
looked for assistance in giving ai] answer to the existing system of the 
law of partnership, which, if it does not provide in advance for all pos- 
sible questions, contains within itself principles that, generally at least, 
will suggest the proper answers. And if they fail, and an absolutely new 
question demands an absolutely new answer, it will be safer to look to 
the reason and justice of the case, and Ilze usage of merchants if there be 
one, than to remote and disconnected branches of law, resembling part- 
nership in some respects, but differing from it in still more." 

In the new edition the original scheme has been followed. The infre- 
quent additions to the text are distinguished by beinig enclosed in 
brackets, and the editor's notes, amplifying, extending, and modernizing 
the text, and illustrating it with all the recent decisions of importance, 
are indicated by numbers. lThe theoretical change in the law required 
the rewriting of the first and fifth chapters, on "The Definition and 
Nature of a partnership" and " Who are Partners," - additions which 
are thorouglhly in the spirit of the original work. Chapter XIX., "Of 
Part-Owners of Ships," has been omitted, and its substitute is a com- 
prehensive chapter on " Business Combinations and Trusts," of such 
brevity and lucidity as to form an admirable supplenment to the strict 
law of partnership. There is, besides, an appendix with forms for 
articles of partnership. 

The function of the text-book of to-day is performed by an exhaustive 
collection of authorities, which, by supplementing Professor Parsons's 
text, should make this the standard book for the profession on the law 
of partnership. c. P. H. 
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